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A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

This hymnal is created in the traditional style and 
music found in Catholic hymnals for the last 200 
years, excusively in the music and lyric styles common 
priopre-Vatican II.

It contains 295 hymns sung in English-speaking Ca-
tholic parishes.

In addition,  all of these hymns are in full four part 
SATB harmony.  Catholic choirbooks for centuries 
were in SATB but not pew books, as the people rarely 
sang at Mass.  It was felt that melody or words alone 
were enough for pew books.
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 A CATHOLIC BOOK of HYMNS
Questions most frequently asked

1. How did you find all these hymns? 
A survey of Catholic musicians in English-speaking countries around the world followed by evaluation prior to the final 
decision of what to include. It was a great challenge!

2. At  funerals I get requests for hymns that I can only find here. Is buying the hardbound hymn my only choice?
 
• FREE - download the free PDF of the hymnal and use it freely in your parish.
• Many organists, choir directors and singers are not paid and they deserve the best music of the church for what they do..

3. I'm tired of all the paperwork and hassle involved in filing for copyright permissions, podcasting, and streaming music. I spend more 
time doing that than practicing!

• Our music frees you of all that with no permissions or payments ever needed to print any of our music
• You are also free to podcast and stream as well without paperwork or filing online reports.

4. I am not sure exactly what we need, I really like the book and I'd like to show these books to our musicians and get their thoughts, is 
this possible? Like a trial run? 

  $69.95 Basic Parish Package - 30 day trial run  • Full refund if not satisfied $69.95 
 
  • Organist & Choir Director Edition Spiral Bound  
  • Pew Edition - for cantor Hardbound   
  • Printable PDF for congregation and choir Download 
  

5. Someone described this as a sort of Hybrid hymnal. What's that mean?

 We developed a useful way to add temporary pages to a hymnal so that you may insert up to 16 pages of Mass settings and 
Readings as you like.   

6. Where are your chants taken from?

More and more parishes are singing Latin Gregorian chants at Mass. We have included congregational chants from A 
Parish Book of Chant, created by Church Music Association of America, with their permission.  

Our books and music are also on AMAZON and KINDLE  worldwide.
 

Hardbound Hymnals are shipped from the USA. Ask us for a quote from other countries.
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The Entire Collection

• Pew Editions -  Is there a Catholic Hymnal in full choral harmony SATB for our congregation? They love to sing!
 
  

  

   

  

•  Vol. 3 Choir Edition - Our choir area is dark, is it also in larger print for singers and those with limited vision?  
 $24.95 
 Ths is the PEW Hymnal edition enlarged in size making it easier to read  
 

• Vol. 4 Organist & Choir Director Edition - Is there a Biblical Reference to Hymns available?
 $29.95
 Includes an expanded index of Scriptural References to Hymns - adding an additional 100+ pages.  
 

• Vol. 5 Organ Edition  I've never had the opportunity to take organ lessons and I am really uncomfortable playing hymns. 
  $24.95    
 These are the same notes the singers sing, but have longer notes replacing often repeated notes, giving a  
 fuller richer sound, just like the way professioanly-trained organ play them.

• Vol. 6 Simple Organ Edition  -  Am I the only person recruited from the pews when Father heard I play piano?
 $24.95
 You are not alone, these settings are easier to play so you may play with confidence.

  Vol. 7 Chords Edition - As a priest sometimes I have people willing to play but they can only play with chords!
 $24.95 
 Chords arefully chosen to work with all the hymns and the Simple Organ Edition
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dix Conrad Kocher, 1786–1872
adapt. and harm. by William H. Monk, 1823–1889
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Holy Jesus, ev’ry day Keep us in the narrow way;
And, when earthly things are past, Bring our ransomed souls at last 
Where they need no star to guide, Where no clouds thy glory hide.

In the heav’nly country bright Need they no created light;
Thou its light, its joy, its crown, Thou its sun which goes not down;
There for ever may we sing Alleluias to our King.
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DIX

William C. Dix, 1837–1898

• Catholic Book of Hymns & Chants                 A Catholic Book of Hymns 
Volume 1       Volume 2
295 Hymns       295 Hymns   
Gregorian Chants including Masses*
Hardbound   $19.95    Hardbound  $16.95
Paperback    $14.95    Paperback   $14.95
Download   $0.00  FREE   Download  $0.00  FREE

*see list of all chants on page 20  •   prices may vary.  contact us for bulk orders
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Where they need no star to guide, Where no clouds thy glory hide.
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Thou its light, its joy, its crown, Thou its sun which goes not down;
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Holy Jesus, ev’ry day Keep us in the narrow way;
And, when earthly things are past, Bring our ransomed souls at last 
Where they need no star to guide, Where no clouds thy glory hide.

In the heav’nly country bright Need they no created light;
Thou its light, its joy, its crown, Thou its sun which goes not down;
There for ever may we sing Alleluias to our King.
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Holy Jesus, ev’ry day Keep us in the narrow way;
And, when earthly things are past, Bring our ransomed souls at last 
Where they need no star to guide, Where no clouds thy glory hide.

In the heav’nly country bright Need they no created light;
Thou its light, its joy, its crown, Thou its sun which goes not down;
There for ever may we sing Alleluias to our King.
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Pew Hymnal Pew  6" by 9" • hard-bound or paperback
Organist & Choir  7" by 10" • plus greatly expanded hymn index 
Choir 7" by 10" • also for those with limited vision                3 versions of the same book

     Organ

    Simple Organ

   Chords

 

Pew  6" by 9"
hard-bound or paperback.

Organist & Choir 
Director  7" by 10" 
plus expanded index

Choir 7" by 10" 

  

7" by 10" 
Reset for organ  as an 
advanced organist would 
play the hymn for the best, 
fullest sound of the organ 
for accompanying singing.

7" by 10" 
Easier to play while still 
supporting the harmonic 
structure of the SATB 
harmony. 

 7" by 10" 
Simple Organ version with 
the  addition of chord 
names, carefully chosen to 
support the SATB singing.
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Abide With Me
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eventide William H. Monk, 1823–1889
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I fear no foe, with thee at hand to bless;
Ills have no weight, and tears no bitterness.
Where is death’s sting? where, grave, thy victory?
I triumph still, if thou abide with me.

Hold thou thy cross before my closing eyes;
Shine through the gloom, and point me to the skies;
Heav’n’s morning breaks, and earth’s vain shadows �ee:
In life, in death, O Lord, abide with me.    Amen.
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ABIDE WITH ME
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based on Luke 24:29
Henry F. Lyte, 1793–1847
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I fear no foe, with thee at hand to bless;
Ills have no weight, and tears no bitterness.
Where is death’s sting? where, grave, thy victory?
I triumph still, if thou abide with me.

Hold thou thy cross before my closing eyes;
Shine through the gloom, and point me to the skies;
Heav’n’s morning breaks, and earth’s vain shadows �ee:
In life, in death, O Lord, abide with me.    Amen.
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ABIDE WITH ME
EVENTIDE

based on Luke 24:29
Henry F. Lyte, 1793–1847

1

Volume 8 • Simple Organ - Transposed to C Edition

Many Catholic churches are desperate for organists. 

When you play this:

All hear the Organ playing this:

People who have had basic beginner piano 
lessons are ideal candidates using this edi-
tion as all the hymns are in C.

Keys exist to keep the hymn in the middle 
range of all voices, and comfortable to sing.
 
16% of active organists responding to our 
survey admitted they avoid playing hymns 
in difficult keys.  They also said that their 
organ or piano has a transposer.

How does a transposer make it possible 
to play any hymn in any key?
 
• We publish a hymnal with hymns in C. 
 
• The organist sets the transposer as indi-
cated in the music for each hymn.

TRANSPOSE: +3 Eb
 
• The transposer automatically then plays 
the organ in the correct key.
 
• When the hymn is finished the organist 
simply resets the Transposer to 0 again. 
  
 
Suddenly this has the potential to open 
the door to many new organists.  The more 
confident they are, they may gain interest in 
expanding by learning organ music in other 
keys.

Price: $24.95 

• Vol. 8 Simple Organ Transposed to C Edition
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A CATHOLIC BOOK OF HYMNS  •  15 organ prelude edition

13 As With Gladness Men of Old
77 77 77
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DIX

Conrad Kocher, 1786–1872
arr. by Noel A. Jones, 1947–

• Vol. 9 Organ Preludes on Hymns Edition - I can't find organ preludes on Catholic hymns!
$24.95 
 295 very playable pieces, mostly manuals, only three with pedals - and those just one note!  These give 
you a variety of pieces to play to teach new hymns "by ear" by letting the people hear them weeks in 
advance of first singing played as organ pieces.  Good to fill time with after the hymn is sing and after 
Mass. Suggested organ registrations available.  Recordings of all 295 are free on our website.

Organ Preludes on Hymns

A 

CATHOLIC  

BOOK of HYMNS

«

SACRED mUSIC LIBRARY
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a catholic prayer book of hymns  •  13

As with gladness men of old

As with gladness men of old
Did the guiding star behold;
As with joy they hailed its light,
Leading onward, beaming bright;
So, most gracious Lord, may we
Evermore be led to thee.

As with joyful steps they sped
To that lowly manger-bed,
There to bend the knee before
Him whom heav’n and earth adore;
So may we with willing feet
Ever seek thy mercy seat.

As they offered gifts most rare
At the manger rude and bare;
So may we with holy joy,
Pure and free from sin’s alloy,
All our costliest treasures bring,
Christ, to thee, our heav’nly King.

Holy Jesus, ev’ry day
Keep us in the narrow way;
And, when earthly things are past,
Bring our ransomed souls at last
Where they need no star to guide,
Where no clouds thy glory hide.

In the heav’nly country bright
Need they no created light;
Thou its light, its joy, its crown,
Thou its sun which goes not down;
There for ever may we sing
Alleluias to our King.

 William C. Dix, 1837–1898

A Catholic Prayerbook of Hymns Edition - I'd like to "pray" these hymns, but the music notes distract me!
 $14.95 
 For prayer, meditation and adoration chapels.
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This was the very kind 

response to our decision to mail 

A Catholic Book of Hymn Pew Edition 

to the Vatican for His Holiness.
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“Sacred Music Library’s A Catholic Book of Hymns 
is an excellent collection of orthodox, inspiring, and beautiful hymns.”  

A Review by Jennifer Donelson-Nowicka

The collection contains many well-known and beloved 
English-language hymns, as well as a plethora of hymn 
tunes and texts which might be unknown to Catholics, 
but which deserve to be known and loved. 

The solid hymns that Catholics love can be found in 
their best-known tunes, and a number of these texts 
have been included in additional tune options, allowing 
parishes to broaden the musical horizons of congrega-
tions. 

Hymns for many devotions are available: Our Lady, 
Star of the Sea, the Sacred Heart, Our Lady of the Ro-
sary, general hymns for patronal saints, prayers for the 
pope, etc. 

Several excellent adaptations of sequence texts, music 
for Benediction, and the most beloved Christmas carols 
make the volume extremely useful for parish use.

 As the Introduction to the volume makes clear, the 
book’s value is in complementing the integral music of 
the Roman rite (the propers and ordinary of the Mass, 
and the Latin hymnody of the Office), and this volume 
would be the perfect complement to something like the 
Parish Book of Chant, where one could find the Or-
dinary texts of the Mass (EF and OF), chants of the 
Kyriale, and other Gregorian chants for a congregation. 

For this reason, A Catholic Book of Hymns sets forth 
a truly Catholic understanding of the role of hymnody 
in parish devotions, in the home, and as a possible ad-
dition to the integral music of the Mass in the Roman 
rite.

Beautifully typeset with lovely fonts, the layout is emi-
nently readable and pleasing to the eye. Typically, three 
verses of a hymn are set within the musical staves, and 
extra verses are listed in text-only below. (An exception 
to this comes in hymns of four verses where all the vers-
es are set in the musical system.) 

The hymns appear in alphabetical order, and tradition-
al, time-tested poetic renderings of texts appear in their 
original wording. Hymns which have appeared in mul-
tiple keys in common hymnals are usually included in 
the higher of the typical keys. 

The volume is lightweight, but still possessing a large 
number of hymns on sturdy, mostly-opaque paper. The 
binding is strong, laying open nicely in the hand of the 
parishioner.

Parishes looking for an excellent collection of En-
glish-language hymnody will find in this volume a book 
which raises Catholic congregations’ expectations for 
the beauty of hymn tune and text. 

Too, pastors of souls will find in this book hymns which 
lead the hearts and minds of their flock, through the 
beauty of poetry and melody, into the heart of the 
Catholic understanding of the mysteries of the Trinity, 
the Eucharist, the life of grace, Our Lady’s loving care 
for her children, the Church as the mystical body of 
Christ, and great cloud of witnesses in the communion 
of the saints.

Jennifer Donelson-Nowicka is an associate professor 
and the director of sacred music at St. Joseph’s Seminary 
(Dunwoodie) in New York, where she also teaches sacred 
music courses in the St. Cecilia Academy for Pastoral 
Musicians. 

www.catholicbookofhymns.com • sacred music library • www.sacredmusiclbrary.com

Donelson-Nowicka has 
been named as a Consul-
tant to the USCCB’s Com-
mittee on Divine Worship 
and serves on the Archdio-
cese of New York’s Liturgi-
cal Music Commission.

She also co-hosts a podcast 
entitled “Square Notes: The 
Sacred Music Podcast.”
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Why “A Catholic Book of Hymns” Makes a Great Resource for Parishes

Review: 

The Catholic Book of Hymns (2020) brings together 295 English Christian hymns from both the Anglican and English 
Catholic musical traditions into a handy, beautiful volume.
  
What do the Anglican hymnals The Hymnal 1982 and The New English Hymnal and their predecessors the Hymnal 
1940 and The English Hymnal (among other hymnals of the Anglican patrimony!) all have in common?

• Theologically & literarily rich hymn texts
• Beautiful music (both the melodies and harmonizations)
• High-quality binding
• Elegant font
• Thorough indices

Thankfully, a plethora of very good hymnals for English-speaking Catholics have been released over the last 10 years, 
ever since ICEL (the International Commission on English in the Liturgy)’s new, more accurate and poetic 2011 
translation of the 3rd Edition of the Roman Missal was released. Here, however, I seek to call particular attention to 
A Catholic Book of Hymns, first published in 2020.

Sarah Dzialo completed a 
Bachelor's in Music at Vassar 
College before completing a 
Master's in Religion & Music 
through Yale's Institute of 
Sacred Music. 

She lives on her cellist/bee-
keeper's husband's family farm 
in South Glastonbury, CT 
and works as an organist and 
singer for churches all over CT 
and MA.

A Catholic Book of Hymns exhibits all five of the aforementioned qualities. 
This hymnal draws strongly from both the Anglican and English Catholic 
hymn treasuries.

In this way, this hymnal unites these parallel-running, cross-pollinating, En-
glish Christian musical traditions.[a] This unification of patrimonies forms the 
basis of the benefit of an Ordinariate member owning this hymnal. An owner 
of any of the aforementioned Anglican hymnals will of course already possess 
the Anglican patrimony but will likely be unfamiliar with some (or more) of 
these English Catholic hymns. An owner of A Catholic Book of Hymns will 
not only acquire more English Catholic hymn repertoire but will be able to see 
how the English Catholic and Anglican hymn patrimonies interact - topically, 
Scripturally and seasonally.

A Catholic Book of Hymns includes the original hymn texts, unmodernized. 
This is patrimonially helpful - when folks know a text a certain way, it is dis-
ruptive and disrupting when a text is arbitrarily altered. This hymnal leaves 
the familiar, personal pronouns (“thee”/“thou”/etc.) intact, which anyone who 
appreciates more antiquated English grammar will appreciate.

Unlike some similar competitors on the market, A Catholic Book of Hymns is 
very well-edited and typo-free, and it does not reharmonize hymns arbitrarily. 
Indeed, the harmonizations in this hymnal will be familiar to any user of, for 
example, The Hymnal 1940. The hymnal’s serif fonts are entirely pleasing to 
the eye.

Finally, the inside of the book does feature an imprimatur, a feature that will be 
appreciated by many Ordinariate members, as they have sought the authority 
of the Catholic magisterium in their journey from Anglicanism to the Catholic 
Church.

www.catholicbookofhymns.com
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Rollin Smith
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There is much to be said about this There is much to be said about this 
essential work.essential work.
Just a note to say that the Catholic Just a note to say that the Catholic 
Book of Hymns in its three versions Book of Hymns in its three versions 
arrived today.arrived today.
What a wonderful publication and, fi-What a wonderful publication and, fi-
nally, a Catholic hymnal that collects nally, a Catholic hymnal that collects 
the best of tunes and texts consistent the best of tunes and texts consistent 
with the tradition unapologetically, with the tradition unapologetically, 
poetically, and pragmatically with no poetically, and pragmatically with no 
unproven “filler” standing in the way unproven “filler” standing in the way 
and fattening the publication!and fattening the publication!
Would that I were still reviewing.Would that I were still reviewing.
There is much to be said about this es-There is much to be said about this es-
sential work. But suffice it to add that I sential work. But suffice it to add that I 
wish you great success with it and I of-wish you great success with it and I of-
fer my sincere and humble thanks for fer my sincere and humble thanks for 
the copies that you have shared with the copies that you have shared with 
me! me! 
Cordial greetings,Cordial greetings,
Haig Maridosian • Reviewer, The Haig Maridosian • Reviewer, The 
American Organist Magazine, American Organist Magazine, 
RetiredRetired

I wish my parish was in the market for I wish my parish was in the market for 
a new hymnal. This would be perfect . a new hymnal. This would be perfect . 
Henry GaidaHenry Gaida

I looked through this hymnal, and I looked through this hymnal, and 
I love it! I’ve been looking for some-I love it! I’ve been looking for some-
thing like this, where I don’t have to thing like this, where I don’t have to 
go searching through several different go searching through several different 
hymnals to find what I need. It’s hard hymnals to find what I need. It’s hard 
to find a hymnal that combines selec-to find a hymnal that combines selec-
tions that are traditional in the United tions that are traditional in the United 
States and the beautiful British hymns States and the beautiful British hymns 
that have good (not sappy) English that have good (not sappy) English 
texts. . . . [This] also has hymns that are texts. . . . [This] also has hymns that are 
good for Roman Catholic devotions.good for Roman Catholic devotions.
Kaoru TamuraKaoru Tamura

Thank you for creating this resource. Thank you for creating this resource. 
It’s comforting to see the proper texts It’s comforting to see the proper texts 
and not what seems to be the rage la-and not what seems to be the rage la-
tely, of changing the text to suit the tely, of changing the text to suit the 
mood of the day.mood of the day.
Michael KeefeMichael Keefe

On the whole, a very impressive list. A On the whole, a very impressive list. A 
fine work indeed!fine work indeed!
M. Jackson OsbornM. Jackson Osborn

Thank you so much for this wonder-Thank you so much for this wonder-
ful compilation. The whole website is ful compilation. The whole website is 
a great contribution to Catholic music.a great contribution to Catholic music.
Daniel ArbergDaniel Arberg

Many of the songs we sing today Many of the songs we sing today 
found in “Catholic” hymnals are not found in “Catholic” hymnals are not 
congregational friendly and are set congregational friendly and are set 
in to low of a key. It’s only when you in to low of a key. It’s only when you 
pick up a hymn book like “A Ca-pick up a hymn book like “A Ca-
tholic Book of Hymns” that you tholic Book of Hymns” that you 
want to start singing hymns again. want to start singing hymns again. 
Don Howe Don Howe 

 The parish got______a few  The parish got______a few 
months ago, I was uninformed and months ago, I was uninformed and 
unaware of how amazing this hymnal unaware of how amazing this hymnal 
would be. I purchased some copies for would be. I purchased some copies for 
my reference. I am certain they will be-my reference. I am certain they will be-
come my ”go to” books in many cases. come my ”go to” books in many cases. 
 They are beautiful and well  They are beautiful and well 
edited. The four part harmony even edited. The four part harmony even 
in the congregational books really set in the congregational books really set 
them over anything else out there! I them over anything else out there! I 
hope this book is used widely! hope this book is used widely! 
 Thanks, Noel Allen Jones, for  Thanks, Noel Allen Jones, for 
such a fine contribution to Catholic li-such a fine contribution to Catholic li-
turgical music! turgical music! 
Matt SpencerMatt Spencer

Today received the copy of A Catho-Today received the copy of A Catho-
lic Book of Hymns. The inlaid cover is lic Book of Hymns. The inlaid cover is 
beautiful, the binding is solid, and the beautiful, the binding is solid, and the 
paper is good quality. Thank you so paper is good quality. Thank you so 
much! Having now seen the book, it is much! Having now seen the book, it is 
now my favorite Catholic hymnal par-now my favorite Catholic hymnal par-
ticularly because it includes the whole ticularly because it includes the whole 
hymn, harmony and all. A perfect book hymn, harmony and all. A perfect book 
to hand to any young aspiring church to hand to any young aspiring church 
musician.musician.
D.O.D.O.

I use it as a reference for me for un-I use it as a reference for me for un-
familiar Catholic Hymns.  I am a con-familiar Catholic Hymns.  I am a con-
vert and have found this hymnal very vert and have found this hymnal very 
helpful.  helpful.  
 I purchased the hardcover, the  I purchased the hardcover, the 
online copy to print out copies for can-online copy to print out copies for can-
tors and a copy with spiral binding.  I tors and a copy with spiral binding.  I 
used this many times while we had just used this many times while we had just 
a cantor.  I haven’t used it yet now the a cantor.  I haven’t used it yet now the 

choir has returned but plan to for upco-choir has returned but plan to for upco-
ming liturgical feasts.  ming liturgical feasts.  
 I like the selection of hymns  I like the selection of hymns 
very much.  I found a hymn to St. Jo-very much.  I found a hymn to St. Jo-
seph I had not found anywhere else seph I had not found anywhere else 
that I used several time during the year that I used several time during the year 
of St. Joseph.  of St. Joseph.  
Catherine • Our Lady of Mount Catherine • Our Lady of Mount 
Carmel St. Francisville, LACarmel St. Francisville, LA

Got my copy of the hymn book with Got my copy of the hymn book with 
chords. It’s gorgeous! So many old chords. It’s gorgeous! So many old 
hymn tunes we don’t hear anymore. hymn tunes we don’t hear anymore. 
Mike GarciaMike Garcia

By the way, my organ student, who ty-By the way, my organ student, who ty-
pically plays block chords for hymn pically plays block chords for hymn 
accompaniment, has really benefitted accompaniment, has really benefitted 
from your simple organ accompani-from your simple organ accompani-
ments. He is able to read the three parts ments. He is able to read the three parts 
and is starting to sound like a profes-and is starting to sound like a profes-
sional (at 13!) Thank you!sional (at 13!) Thank you!
Organ TeacherOrgan Teacher

In June 2020, Noel put out a question-In June 2020, Noel put out a question-
naire on MusicaSacra regarding a new naire on MusicaSacra regarding a new 
Catholic hymnal containing SATB Catholic hymnal containing SATB 
hymns for a singing congregation. I was hymns for a singing congregation. I was 
happy to contribute a few hymns (Hail happy to contribute a few hymns (Hail 
Glorious St Patrick and Great St Jo-Glorious St Patrick and Great St Jo-
seph, which are great favourites in many seph, which are great favourites in many 
parishes in Australia). I also suggested parishes in Australia). I also suggested 
alternate hymn tunes aligning with the alternate hymn tunes aligning with the 
Australian/Anglo-Irish tradition, and Australian/Anglo-Irish tradition, and 
I was pleased that a few hymns have I was pleased that a few hymns have 
appeared in this hymnal with both the appeared in this hymnal with both the 
American and English tunes. American and English tunes. 
It is encouraging to see many classics It is encouraging to see many classics 
from the Westminster Hymnal making from the Westminster Hymnal making 
a resurgence. Many parishes continue a resurgence. Many parishes continue 
to use these old hymns from the UK to use these old hymns from the UK 
and Ireland, which are contained in the and Ireland, which are contained in the 
old words editions of The Living Parish old words editions of The Living Parish 
and New Living Parish Hymnals (un-and New Living Parish Hymnals (un-
fortunately out of prints) or local pari-fortunately out of prints) or local pari-
sh hymnals/print outs. These have not sh hymnals/print outs. These have not 
appeared in the newer Gather/As One appeared in the newer Gather/As One 
Voice hymnals, which are dominated by Voice hymnals, which are dominated by 
American OCP/GIA. It is good to see American OCP/GIA. It is good to see 
them coming back, (with notation!!!), them coming back, (with notation!!!), 
considering the Australian church mu-considering the Australian church mu-
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sic heritage has historically come down sic heritage has historically come down 
from the UK and Irish hymn traditions, from the UK and Irish hymn traditions, 
until the recent influx of American until the recent influx of American 
hymns. hymns. 
 Therefore, this English langua- Therefore, this English langua-
ge hymnal has a more international and ge hymnal has a more international and 
less Americentric flavour. One example less Americentric flavour. One example 
of a classic hymn that’s returned in this of a classic hymn that’s returned in this 
hymnal is Fr Stanfield’s Sweet Sacra-hymnal is Fr Stanfield’s Sweet Sacra-
ment Divine, a hymn that many congre-ment Divine, a hymn that many congre-
gations know but have never encounte-gations know but have never encounte-
red before in musical notation.red before in musical notation.
 Great job Noel and to all in- Great job Noel and to all in-
volved putting this together.volved putting this together.
Matthew RamirezMatthew Ramirez

I sing a TLM once a month (a-cappella I sing a TLM once a month (a-cappella 
chant) in a parish where some famili-chant) in a parish where some famili-
es have interest in organizing a week-es have interest in organizing a week-
day ”sing along of hymns” to foster day ”sing along of hymns” to foster 
singing in their homes. I am trying to singing in their homes. I am trying to 
convince them to adopt the Book of convince them to adopt the Book of 
Hymns as ”common book”. Towards Hymns as ”common book”. Towards 
a catholic 21st century version of the a catholic 21st century version of the 
shape note ”schools of singing”?.. I shape note ”schools of singing”?.. I 
told the parishioners that this type of told the parishioners that this type of 
singing is very much a US tradition... singing is very much a US tradition... 
Let’s make it a US Catholic one.. Let’s make it a US Catholic one.. 
Herve BlanquartHerve Blanquart

Today received the copy of A Catho-Today received the copy of A Catho-
lic Book of Hymns. The inlaid cover is lic Book of Hymns. The inlaid cover is 
beautiful, the binding is solid, and the beautiful, the binding is solid, and the 
paper is good quality. Thank you so paper is good quality. Thank you so 
much! much! 
Having now seen the book, it is now Having now seen the book, it is now 
my favorite Catholic hymnal parti-my favorite Catholic hymnal parti-
cularly because it includes the whole cularly because it includes the whole 
hymn, harmony and all. A perfect book hymn, harmony and all. A perfect book 
to hand to any young aspiring church to hand to any young aspiring church 
musician.musician.
D.O.D.O.

Thank you for sending the five copies Thank you for sending the five copies 
of the hymnal.  They look beautiful.  of the hymnal.  They look beautiful.  
Everything is well done, cover to cover.  Everything is well done, cover to cover.  
I gave a copy to my pastor tonight after I gave a copy to my pastor tonight after 
Vespers.  He was very interested and Vespers.  He was very interested and 
impressed.impressed.
Peter Meggison Peter Meggison 
 www.catholicdevotionalhymns.com  www.catholicdevotionalhymns.com 

Our Hardbound Pew Edition 

What is smyth-sewn binding?

Smyth sewing is a method of book binding where groups of folded 
pages (referred to as signatures) are stitched together using binder 
thread. 
 You may view them above attached to the yellow spine 
fabric. 
 Each folded signature is sewn together individually with 
multiple stiches and then joined with other signatures to create the 
complete book block. If you page through a Smyth-sewn book, you 
may see the thread stitches in the center fold of each signature.
 
Smyth-sewn binding is associated with durability and quality, and 
is able to stand up to years of wear and tear. The 100 year old St. 
Gregory Hymnal on our desk proves this.

Canadian acid-free offset paper and a durable Skivertex® cover, 
which is water-proof, combined with smyth-sewn binding creates a 
hymnal with great longevity.  

The hymnal is offset-printed and bound in Michigan by an expe-
rienced printing company more than 100 years old.
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All of our books are prepared for affordable  local spiral binding.

They  have been laid out with clear space at the spine for binding.
The cost at your local office supply shop in the USA is about $5. 
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Review • A Catholic Book of Hymns
Veronica Brandt · May 24, 2022

oel Jones has published a rather solid hymnbook at a very competitive price. Drawing on
the wealth of freely available public domain hymns, he has assembled a great collection in
a compact paperback or hardback pew book with matching editions for choir and

organist.

I don’t want to say that the price of the hymnal should be the chief determining factor. Buying the
cheapest hymnal can be hazardous, as I’m sure many readers will agree. In my local parish, there is a
misconception that the cheaper approved hymnals are more down to earth, practical and accessible.
I say this is a misconception as the music contained in these little books is synthetic, mass
manufactured imitation pop music which contributes to the absence of reverence for Jesus in the
Blessed Sacrament. There are cheap hymnals which contain ideas like termites eating away at any
residual Catholic devotion in the hearts of the faithful. However, A Catholic Book of Hymns sticks to
tried and true, old hymns which are also clear of copyright restrictions.

But, on a practical level, price is a factor when choosing a hymnbook for your parish.

A Catholic 

Book of Hymns

Adoremus

Hymnal

Gather

4th ed

Brebeuf

Hymnal

Pew Book $14.95 $18.95 $20 $29.99

Choir Book $24.95 $24.95 $32 $29.99

Organ Book $24.95 $29.95 $140 $149.99

But even with this comparison, the amazing thing with A Catholic Book of Hymns is that you can
buy the PDF and it is cleared for printing to your heart’s content. A $5 PDF could be all you need!

If, on the other hand, your parish prefers more durable, hardback pew books, these are also available
($18.95).

In most respects this is a fairly normal hymnbook. The hymns are arranged alphabetically. There are
three indices in the pew book: by first lines, by tune name and by meter. The Choir Director’s edition
adds three more indices: liturgical, topical and scriptural. If these were not enough, they have also
reproduced the indices online for easy searching. The one index they lack is one by author, translator
or composer.

A really interesting feature is the Simple Organ edition, which reduces the usual four parts down to
three. Generally this is based on deleting the tenor line with some alterations. Repeated notes are
often elided to simplify the rhythm. It has opened up many more tunes for me. Sometimes I have
struggled with playing the full SATB tune, turned to the simplified three part version, then returned
to the full version. Amazing things happen when you practise.

I’ve mentioned a few of the different editions here. The complete list as of writing this article is:

Pew paperback
Pew hardback
Organ edition
Simple organ edition
Choral edition
Organist and Choir Director
Chords (simple organ + chord names above the staff)
Prayer Book of Hymns without Music
Organ Preludes – Noel Jones’ arrangements

Browsing the Catholic Book of Hymns Webpage, you can find a few different sample PDF documents.
Here is a link to the basic one:

** 61 page sample PDF

A couple of years ago Views from the Choir Loft ran a series on “Comparison” • 15 Traditional
Catholic Hymnals which criticised some hymnbooks for preferring Protestant hymns and
translators.

I’m reminded of certain people who give to the poor items they no longer have any use

for: “Here’s something I don’t want, so you can have it.” Can’t we do better than

‘leftovers’ from Protestantism?

The article doesn’t say we should never use Protestant hymns, but rather that a Catholic hymnbook
should somehow reorient the reader from the prevailing mindset towards one informed by the older
patrimony of hymns from the golden age of Chant. The main drawback with this approach is that
the history of English speaking countries has favored Protestants, so as English speaking people we
are immersed in references to these famous Protestant hymns. And there are some great tunes there.

If the Adoremus 50 lists were to add in a column for A Catholic Book of Hymns, this is how it would
look:

Alleluia! Sing to Jesus – Protestant
All Glory, Laud, and Honor – Catholic text, Protestant translation
All Hail the Power of Jesus’ Name – Protestant
All People That on Earth Do Dwell – Protestant
All You Who Seek a Comfort Sure – Catholic
Angels We Have Heard on High – Catholic
As With Gladness Men of Old – Protestant
At the Cross Her Station Keeping – Catholic
At the Lamb’s High Feast We Sing – Catholic
Away in a Manger – Protestant

So, A Catholic Book of Hymns would probably be classed as another Adoremus 50 hymnbook. I
would argue that this is not necessarily a bad thing.

The Latin hymns are few and far between, but they are there, including:

Panis Angelicus
Tantum Ergo (2 tunes)
O Salutaris Hostia (2 tunes)
O Sanctissima

A parish might look into other books for Gregorian chant resources.

There are some unusual and very Catholic titles in the list:

Long live the Pope!
O Queen of the Holy Rosary
O Godhead Hid, Devoutly I Adore Thee (The Gerard Manley Hopkins translation “Godhead
here in hiding” is not included)
Michael, Prince of Highest Heaven

Many much-loved Catholic authors are included: Fr Faber, Fr Caswall, Fr Ronald Knox, and Blessed
Cardinal Newman.

Right now the current threats to Church music do not come from hymns like All People That On
Earth Do Dwell but rather new music like Let Us Break Bread Together on Our Knees, and All Are
Welcome. The more robust, triumphal hymns of Westminster Abbey would be a welcome change
from the dribble in some hymnbooks.

Some hymnbooks take the liberty of “updating” the texts. This book, however, faithfully sticks to the
earliest versions, including in the music.

Many parishes use financial strain as an excuse to invest in substandard music. Noel Jones’ book,
especially the PDF availability, undercuts them all. There is no excuse now to fall back on cheap folk
music. There’s even a chord edition for the guitarists and autochord keyboardists.

Opinions by blog authors do not necessarily represent the views of Corpus Christi Watershed.
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7 June 2022 • FEEDBACK
From Chelan, Washington: “CCWatershed is a God-sent
resource that I can’t function without! Such great work
by the team to bring beauty back to our liturgy!” From
Gainesville, Florida: “I am so appreciative of the work, of
my brothers and sisters in music!” From Troutman,
North Carolina: “Keep up the excellent work in service of
the Liturgy!”

PDF Download • (Organ Accompaniment)
I created this organ accompaniment booklet for
organists who will accompany Vespers on Pentecost
Sunday. Feel free to download it; it might give you some
ideas or inspiration. Be warned: It looks pretty sloppy. (The
organist is the only one who sees it.)

Revelation • “Re: The Official Rhythm”
A very intelligent singer admitted that only yesterday did
he finally come to understand what a “melismatic mora
vocis” is. Only yesterday did he come to understand the
“white notes” (blank spaces). You can see the Introit for
Pentecost Sunday only has two instances of MMV
(“melismatic mora vocis”).

RANDOM QUOTE

Impelled by the weightiest of reasons, we are fully
determined to restore Latin to its position of
honor, and to do all We can to promote its study
and use. The employment of Latin has recently
been contested in many quarters, and many are
asking what the mind of the Apostolic See is in
this matter. We have therefore decided to issue
the timely directives contained in this document,
so as to ensure that the ancient and uninterrupted
use of Latin be maintained and, where necessary,
restored.”

— Pope John XXIII (22 February 1962)
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oel Jones has published a rather solid hymnbook at a very competitive price. Drawing on
the wealth of freely available public domain hymns, he has assembled a great collection in
a compact paperback or hardback pew book with matching editions for choir and

organist.

I don’t want to say that the price of the hymnal should be the chief determining factor. Buying the
cheapest hymnal can be hazardous, as I’m sure many readers will agree. In my local parish, there is a
misconception that the cheaper approved hymnals are more down to earth, practical and accessible.
I say this is a misconception as the music contained in these little books is synthetic, mass
manufactured imitation pop music which contributes to the absence of reverence for Jesus in the
Blessed Sacrament. There are cheap hymnals which contain ideas like termites eating away at any
residual Catholic devotion in the hearts of the faithful. However, A Catholic Book of Hymns sticks to
tried and true, old hymns which are also clear of copyright restrictions.

But, on a practical level, price is a factor when choosing a hymnbook for your parish.

A Catholic 

Book of Hymns

Adoremus

Hymnal

Gather

4th ed

Brebeuf

Hymnal

Pew Book $14.95 $18.95 $20 $29.99

Choir Book $24.95 $24.95 $32 $29.99

Organ Book $24.95 $29.95 $140 $149.99

But even with this comparison, the amazing thing with A Catholic Book of Hymns is that you can
buy the PDF and it is cleared for printing to your heart’s content. A $5 PDF could be all you need!

If, on the other hand, your parish prefers more durable, hardback pew books, these are also available
($18.95).

In most respects this is a fairly normal hymnbook. The hymns are arranged alphabetically. There are
three indices in the pew book: by first lines, by tune name and by meter. The Choir Director’s edition
adds three more indices: liturgical, topical and scriptural. If these were not enough, they have also
reproduced the indices online for easy searching. The one index they lack is one by author, translator
or composer.

A really interesting feature is the Simple Organ edition, which reduces the usual four parts down to
three. Generally this is based on deleting the tenor line with some alterations. Repeated notes are
often elided to simplify the rhythm. It has opened up many more tunes for me. Sometimes I have
struggled with playing the full SATB tune, turned to the simplified three part version, then returned
to the full version. Amazing things happen when you practise.

I’ve mentioned a few of the different editions here. The complete list as of writing this article is:

Pew paperback
Pew hardback
Organ edition
Simple organ edition
Choral edition
Organist and Choir Director
Chords (simple organ + chord names above the staff)
Prayer Book of Hymns without Music
Organ Preludes – Noel Jones’ arrangements

Browsing the Catholic Book of Hymns Webpage, you can find a few different sample PDF documents.
Here is a link to the basic one:

** 61 page sample PDF

A couple of years ago Views from the Choir Loft ran a series on “Comparison” • 15 Traditional
Catholic Hymnals which criticised some hymnbooks for preferring Protestant hymns and
translators.

I’m reminded of certain people who give to the poor items they no longer have any use

for: “Here’s something I don’t want, so you can have it.” Can’t we do better than

‘leftovers’ from Protestantism?

The article doesn’t say we should never use Protestant hymns, but rather that a Catholic hymnbook
should somehow reorient the reader from the prevailing mindset towards one informed by the older
patrimony of hymns from the golden age of Chant. The main drawback with this approach is that
the history of English speaking countries has favored Protestants, so as English speaking people we
are immersed in references to these famous Protestant hymns. And there are some great tunes there.

If the Adoremus 50 lists were to add in a column for A Catholic Book of Hymns, this is how it would
look:

Alleluia! Sing to Jesus – Protestant
All Glory, Laud, and Honor – Catholic text, Protestant translation
All Hail the Power of Jesus’ Name – Protestant
All People That on Earth Do Dwell – Protestant
All You Who Seek a Comfort Sure – Catholic
Angels We Have Heard on High – Catholic
As With Gladness Men of Old – Protestant
At the Cross Her Station Keeping – Catholic
At the Lamb’s High Feast We Sing – Catholic
Away in a Manger – Protestant

So, A Catholic Book of Hymns would probably be classed as another Adoremus 50 hymnbook. I
would argue that this is not necessarily a bad thing.

The Latin hymns are few and far between, but they are there, including:

Panis Angelicus
Tantum Ergo (2 tunes)
O Salutaris Hostia (2 tunes)
O Sanctissima

A parish might look into other books for Gregorian chant resources.

There are some unusual and very Catholic titles in the list:

Long live the Pope!
O Queen of the Holy Rosary
O Godhead Hid, Devoutly I Adore Thee (The Gerard Manley Hopkins translation “Godhead
here in hiding” is not included)
Michael, Prince of Highest Heaven

Many much-loved Catholic authors are included: Fr Faber, Fr Caswall, Fr Ronald Knox, and Blessed
Cardinal Newman.

Right now the current threats to Church music do not come from hymns like All People That On
Earth Do Dwell but rather new music like Let Us Break Bread Together on Our Knees, and All Are
Welcome. The more robust, triumphal hymns of Westminster Abbey would be a welcome change
from the dribble in some hymnbooks.

Some hymnbooks take the liberty of “updating” the texts. This book, however, faithfully sticks to the
earliest versions, including in the music.

Many parishes use financial strain as an excuse to invest in substandard music. Noel Jones’ book,
especially the PDF availability, undercuts them all. There is no excuse now to fall back on cheap folk
music. There’s even a chord edition for the guitarists and autochord keyboardists.

Opinions by blog authors do not necessarily represent the views of Corpus Christi Watershed.
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oel Jones has published a rather solid hymnbook at a very competitive price. Drawing on
the wealth of freely available public domain hymns, he has assembled a great collection in
a compact paperback or hardback pew book with matching editions for choir and

organist.

I don’t want to say that the price of the hymnal should be the chief determining factor. Buying the
cheapest hymnal can be hazardous, as I’m sure many readers will agree. In my local parish, there is a
misconception that the cheaper approved hymnals are more down to earth, practical and accessible.
I say this is a misconception as the music contained in these little books is synthetic, mass
manufactured imitation pop music which contributes to the absence of reverence for Jesus in the
Blessed Sacrament. There are cheap hymnals which contain ideas like termites eating away at any
residual Catholic devotion in the hearts of the faithful. However, A Catholic Book of Hymns sticks to
tried and true, old hymns which are also clear of copyright restrictions.

But, on a practical level, price is a factor when choosing a hymnbook for your parish.
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But even with this comparison, the amazing thing with A Catholic Book of Hymns is that you can
buy the PDF and it is cleared for printing to your heart’s content. A $5 PDF could be all you need!

If, on the other hand, your parish prefers more durable, hardback pew books, these are also available
($18.95).

In most respects this is a fairly normal hymnbook. The hymns are arranged alphabetically. There are
three indices in the pew book: by first lines, by tune name and by meter. The Choir Director’s edition
adds three more indices: liturgical, topical and scriptural. If these were not enough, they have also
reproduced the indices online for easy searching. The one index they lack is one by author, translator
or composer.

A really interesting feature is the Simple Organ edition, which reduces the usual four parts down to
three. Generally this is based on deleting the tenor line with some alterations. Repeated notes are
often elided to simplify the rhythm. It has opened up many more tunes for me. Sometimes I have
struggled with playing the full SATB tune, turned to the simplified three part version, then returned
to the full version. Amazing things happen when you practise.

I’ve mentioned a few of the different editions here. The complete list as of writing this article is:

Pew paperback
Pew hardback
Organ edition
Simple organ edition
Choral edition
Organist and Choir Director
Chords (simple organ + chord names above the staff)
Prayer Book of Hymns without Music
Organ Preludes – Noel Jones’ arrangements

Browsing the Catholic Book of Hymns Webpage, you can find a few different sample PDF documents.
Here is a link to the basic one:
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A couple of years ago Views from the Choir Loft ran a series on “Comparison” • 15 Traditional
Catholic Hymnals which criticised some hymnbooks for preferring Protestant hymns and
translators.

I’m reminded of certain people who give to the poor items they no longer have any use

for: “Here’s something I don’t want, so you can have it.” Can’t we do better than

‘leftovers’ from Protestantism?

The article doesn’t say we should never use Protestant hymns, but rather that a Catholic hymnbook
should somehow reorient the reader from the prevailing mindset towards one informed by the older
patrimony of hymns from the golden age of Chant. The main drawback with this approach is that
the history of English speaking countries has favored Protestants, so as English speaking people we
are immersed in references to these famous Protestant hymns. And there are some great tunes there.

If the Adoremus 50 lists were to add in a column for A Catholic Book of Hymns, this is how it would
look:

Alleluia! Sing to Jesus – Protestant
All Glory, Laud, and Honor – Catholic text, Protestant translation
All Hail the Power of Jesus’ Name – Protestant
All People That on Earth Do Dwell – Protestant
All You Who Seek a Comfort Sure – Catholic
Angels We Have Heard on High – Catholic
As With Gladness Men of Old – Protestant
At the Cross Her Station Keeping – Catholic
At the Lamb’s High Feast We Sing – Catholic
Away in a Manger – Protestant

So, A Catholic Book of Hymns would probably be classed as another Adoremus 50 hymnbook. I
would argue that this is not necessarily a bad thing.

The Latin hymns are few and far between, but they are there, including:

Panis Angelicus
Tantum Ergo (2 tunes)
O Salutaris Hostia (2 tunes)
O Sanctissima

A parish might look into other books for Gregorian chant resources.

There are some unusual and very Catholic titles in the list:

Long live the Pope!
O Queen of the Holy Rosary
O Godhead Hid, Devoutly I Adore Thee (The Gerard Manley Hopkins translation “Godhead
here in hiding” is not included)
Michael, Prince of Highest Heaven

Many much-loved Catholic authors are included: Fr Faber, Fr Caswall, Fr Ronald Knox, and Blessed
Cardinal Newman.

Right now the current threats to Church music do not come from hymns like All People That On
Earth Do Dwell but rather new music like Let Us Break Bread Together on Our Knees, and All Are
Welcome. The more robust, triumphal hymns of Westminster Abbey would be a welcome change
from the dribble in some hymnbooks.

Some hymnbooks take the liberty of “updating” the texts. This book, however, faithfully sticks to the
earliest versions, including in the music.

Many parishes use financial strain as an excuse to invest in substandard music. Noel Jones’ book,
especially the PDF availability, undercuts them all. There is no excuse now to fall back on cheap folk
music. There’s even a chord edition for the guitarists and autochord keyboardists.
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adds three more indices: liturgical, topical and scriptural. If these were not enough, they have also
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three. Generally this is based on deleting the tenor line with some alterations. Repeated notes are
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Follow the Discussion on Facebook
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Veronica Brandt holds a Bachelor Degree in Electrical Engineering. She
lives near Sydney, Australia, with her husband and six children.—(Read
full biography).

—Jeff Ostrowski

—Jeff Ostrowski

—Jeff Ostrowski

QUICK THOUGHTS

7 June 2022 • FEEDBACK
From Chelan, Washington: “CCWatershed is a God-sent
resource that I can’t function without! Such great work
by the team to bring beauty back to our liturgy!” From
Gainesville, Florida: “I am so appreciative of the work, of
my brothers and sisters in music!” From Troutman,
North Carolina: “Keep up the excellent work in service of
the Liturgy!”

PDF Download • (Organ Accompaniment)
I created this organ accompaniment booklet for
organists who will accompany Vespers on Pentecost
Sunday. Feel free to download it; it might give you some
ideas or inspiration. Be warned: It looks pretty sloppy. (The
organist is the only one who sees it.)

Revelation • “Re: The Official Rhythm”
A very intelligent singer admitted that only yesterday did
he finally come to understand what a “melismatic mora
vocis” is. Only yesterday did he come to understand the
“white notes” (blank spaces). You can see the Introit for
Pentecost Sunday only has two instances of MMV
(“melismatic mora vocis”).

RANDOM QUOTE

Impelled by the weightiest of reasons, we are fully
determined to restore Latin to its position of
honor, and to do all We can to promote its study
and use. The employment of Latin has recently
been contested in many quarters, and many are
asking what the mind of the Apostolic See is in
this matter. We have therefore decided to issue
the timely directives contained in this document,
so as to ensure that the ancient and uninterrupted
use of Latin be maintained and, where necessary,
restored.”

— Pope John XXIII (22 February 1962)
Next quote »
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Review • A Catholic Book of Hymns
Veronica Brandt · May 24, 2022

oel Jones has published a rather solid hymnbook at a very competitive price. Drawing on
the wealth of freely available public domain hymns, he has assembled a great collection in
a compact paperback or hardback pew book with matching editions for choir and

organist.

I don’t want to say that the price of the hymnal should be the chief determining factor. Buying the
cheapest hymnal can be hazardous, as I’m sure many readers will agree. In my local parish, there is a
misconception that the cheaper approved hymnals are more down to earth, practical and accessible.
I say this is a misconception as the music contained in these little books is synthetic, mass
manufactured imitation pop music which contributes to the absence of reverence for Jesus in the
Blessed Sacrament. There are cheap hymnals which contain ideas like termites eating away at any
residual Catholic devotion in the hearts of the faithful. However, A Catholic Book of Hymns sticks to
tried and true, old hymns which are also clear of copyright restrictions.

But, on a practical level, price is a factor when choosing a hymnbook for your parish.

A Catholic 

Book of Hymns

Adoremus

Hymnal

Gather

4th ed

Brebeuf

Hymnal

Pew Book $14.95 $18.95 $20 $29.99

Choir Book $24.95 $24.95 $32 $29.99

Organ Book $24.95 $29.95 $140 $149.99

But even with this comparison, the amazing thing with A Catholic Book of Hymns is that you can
buy the PDF and it is cleared for printing to your heart’s content. A $5 PDF could be all you need!

If, on the other hand, your parish prefers more durable, hardback pew books, these are also available
($18.95).

In most respects this is a fairly normal hymnbook. The hymns are arranged alphabetically. There are
three indices in the pew book: by first lines, by tune name and by meter. The Choir Director’s edition
adds three more indices: liturgical, topical and scriptural. If these were not enough, they have also
reproduced the indices online for easy searching. The one index they lack is one by author, translator
or composer.

A really interesting feature is the Simple Organ edition, which reduces the usual four parts down to
three. Generally this is based on deleting the tenor line with some alterations. Repeated notes are
often elided to simplify the rhythm. It has opened up many more tunes for me. Sometimes I have
struggled with playing the full SATB tune, turned to the simplified three part version, then returned
to the full version. Amazing things happen when you practise.

I’ve mentioned a few of the different editions here. The complete list as of writing this article is:

Pew paperback
Pew hardback
Organ edition
Simple organ edition
Choral edition
Organist and Choir Director
Chords (simple organ + chord names above the staff)
Prayer Book of Hymns without Music
Organ Preludes – Noel Jones’ arrangements

Browsing the Catholic Book of Hymns Webpage, you can find a few different sample PDF documents.
Here is a link to the basic one:

** 61 page sample PDF

A couple of years ago Views from the Choir Loft ran a series on “Comparison” • 15 Traditional
Catholic Hymnals which criticised some hymnbooks for preferring Protestant hymns and
translators.

I’m reminded of certain people who give to the poor items they no longer have any use

for: “Here’s something I don’t want, so you can have it.” Can’t we do better than

‘leftovers’ from Protestantism?

The article doesn’t say we should never use Protestant hymns, but rather that a Catholic hymnbook
should somehow reorient the reader from the prevailing mindset towards one informed by the older
patrimony of hymns from the golden age of Chant. The main drawback with this approach is that
the history of English speaking countries has favored Protestants, so as English speaking people we
are immersed in references to these famous Protestant hymns. And there are some great tunes there.

If the Adoremus 50 lists were to add in a column for A Catholic Book of Hymns, this is how it would
look:

Alleluia! Sing to Jesus – Protestant
All Glory, Laud, and Honor – Catholic text, Protestant translation
All Hail the Power of Jesus’ Name – Protestant
All People That on Earth Do Dwell – Protestant
All You Who Seek a Comfort Sure – Catholic
Angels We Have Heard on High – Catholic
As With Gladness Men of Old – Protestant
At the Cross Her Station Keeping – Catholic
At the Lamb’s High Feast We Sing – Catholic
Away in a Manger – Protestant

So, A Catholic Book of Hymns would probably be classed as another Adoremus 50 hymnbook. I
would argue that this is not necessarily a bad thing.

The Latin hymns are few and far between, but they are there, including:

Panis Angelicus
Tantum Ergo (2 tunes)
O Salutaris Hostia (2 tunes)
O Sanctissima

A parish might look into other books for Gregorian chant resources.

There are some unusual and very Catholic titles in the list:

Long live the Pope!
O Queen of the Holy Rosary
O Godhead Hid, Devoutly I Adore Thee (The Gerard Manley Hopkins translation “Godhead
here in hiding” is not included)
Michael, Prince of Highest Heaven

Many much-loved Catholic authors are included: Fr Faber, Fr Caswall, Fr Ronald Knox, and Blessed
Cardinal Newman.

Right now the current threats to Church music do not come from hymns like All People That On
Earth Do Dwell but rather new music like Let Us Break Bread Together on Our Knees, and All Are
Welcome. The more robust, triumphal hymns of Westminster Abbey would be a welcome change
from the dribble in some hymnbooks.

Some hymnbooks take the liberty of “updating” the texts. This book, however, faithfully sticks to the
earliest versions, including in the music.

Many parishes use financial strain as an excuse to invest in substandard music. Noel Jones’ book,
especially the PDF availability, undercuts them all. There is no excuse now to fall back on cheap folk
music. There’s even a chord edition for the guitarists and autochord keyboardists.

Opinions by blog authors do not necessarily represent the views of Corpus Christi Watershed.

Follow the Discussion on Facebook
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Last Updated: May 31, 2022
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Veronica Brandt holds a Bachelor Degree in Electrical Engineering. She
lives near Sydney, Australia, with her husband and six children.—(Read
full biography).

—Jeff Ostrowski

—Jeff Ostrowski

—Jeff Ostrowski

QUICK THOUGHTS

7 June 2022 • FEEDBACK
From Chelan, Washington: “CCWatershed is a God-sent
resource that I can’t function without! Such great work
by the team to bring beauty back to our liturgy!” From
Gainesville, Florida: “I am so appreciative of the work, of
my brothers and sisters in music!” From Troutman,
North Carolina: “Keep up the excellent work in service of
the Liturgy!”

PDF Download • (Organ Accompaniment)
I created this organ accompaniment booklet for
organists who will accompany Vespers on Pentecost
Sunday. Feel free to download it; it might give you some
ideas or inspiration. Be warned: It looks pretty sloppy. (The
organist is the only one who sees it.)

Revelation • “Re: The Official Rhythm”
A very intelligent singer admitted that only yesterday did
he finally come to understand what a “melismatic mora
vocis” is. Only yesterday did he come to understand the
“white notes” (blank spaces). You can see the Introit for
Pentecost Sunday only has two instances of MMV
(“melismatic mora vocis”).

RANDOM QUOTE

Impelled by the weightiest of reasons, we are fully
determined to restore Latin to its position of
honor, and to do all We can to promote its study
and use. The employment of Latin has recently
been contested in many quarters, and many are
asking what the mind of the Apostolic See is in
this matter. We have therefore decided to issue
the timely directives contained in this document,
so as to ensure that the ancient and uninterrupted
use of Latin be maintained and, where necessary,
restored.”

— Pope John XXIII (22 February 1962)
Next quote »
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Review • A Catholic Book of Hymns
Veronica Brandt · May 24, 2022

oel Jones has published a rather solid hymnbook at a very competitive price. Drawing on
the wealth of freely available public domain hymns, he has assembled a great collection in
a compact paperback or hardback pew book with matching editions for choir and

organist.

I don’t want to say that the price of the hymnal should be the chief determining factor. Buying the
cheapest hymnal can be hazardous, as I’m sure many readers will agree. In my local parish, there is a
misconception that the cheaper approved hymnals are more down to earth, practical and accessible.
I say this is a misconception as the music contained in these little books is synthetic, mass
manufactured imitation pop music which contributes to the absence of reverence for Jesus in the
Blessed Sacrament. There are cheap hymnals which contain ideas like termites eating away at any
residual Catholic devotion in the hearts of the faithful. However, A Catholic Book of Hymns sticks to
tried and true, old hymns which are also clear of copyright restrictions.

But, on a practical level, price is a factor when choosing a hymnbook for your parish.

A Catholic 

Book of Hymns

Adoremus

Hymnal

Gather

4th ed

Brebeuf

Hymnal

Pew Book $14.95 $18.95 $20 $29.99

Choir Book $24.95 $24.95 $32 $29.99

Organ Book $24.95 $29.95 $140 $149.99

But even with this comparison, the amazing thing with A Catholic Book of Hymns is that you can
buy the PDF and it is cleared for printing to your heart’s content. A $5 PDF could be all you need!

If, on the other hand, your parish prefers more durable, hardback pew books, these are also available
($18.95).

In most respects this is a fairly normal hymnbook. The hymns are arranged alphabetically. There are
three indices in the pew book: by first lines, by tune name and by meter. The Choir Director’s edition
adds three more indices: liturgical, topical and scriptural. If these were not enough, they have also
reproduced the indices online for easy searching. The one index they lack is one by author, translator
or composer.

A really interesting feature is the Simple Organ edition, which reduces the usual four parts down to
three. Generally this is based on deleting the tenor line with some alterations. Repeated notes are
often elided to simplify the rhythm. It has opened up many more tunes for me. Sometimes I have
struggled with playing the full SATB tune, turned to the simplified three part version, then returned
to the full version. Amazing things happen when you practise.

I’ve mentioned a few of the different editions here. The complete list as of writing this article is:

Pew paperback
Pew hardback
Organ edition
Simple organ edition
Choral edition
Organist and Choir Director
Chords (simple organ + chord names above the staff)
Prayer Book of Hymns without Music
Organ Preludes – Noel Jones’ arrangements

Browsing the Catholic Book of Hymns Webpage, you can find a few different sample PDF documents.
Here is a link to the basic one:

** 61 page sample PDF

A couple of years ago Views from the Choir Loft ran a series on “Comparison” • 15 Traditional
Catholic Hymnals which criticised some hymnbooks for preferring Protestant hymns and
translators.

I’m reminded of certain people who give to the poor items they no longer have any use

for: “Here’s something I don’t want, so you can have it.” Can’t we do better than

‘leftovers’ from Protestantism?

The article doesn’t say we should never use Protestant hymns, but rather that a Catholic hymnbook
should somehow reorient the reader from the prevailing mindset towards one informed by the older
patrimony of hymns from the golden age of Chant. The main drawback with this approach is that
the history of English speaking countries has favored Protestants, so as English speaking people we
are immersed in references to these famous Protestant hymns. And there are some great tunes there.

If the Adoremus 50 lists were to add in a column for A Catholic Book of Hymns, this is how it would
look:

Alleluia! Sing to Jesus – Protestant
All Glory, Laud, and Honor – Catholic text, Protestant translation
All Hail the Power of Jesus’ Name – Protestant
All People That on Earth Do Dwell – Protestant
All You Who Seek a Comfort Sure – Catholic
Angels We Have Heard on High – Catholic
As With Gladness Men of Old – Protestant
At the Cross Her Station Keeping – Catholic
At the Lamb’s High Feast We Sing – Catholic
Away in a Manger – Protestant

So, A Catholic Book of Hymns would probably be classed as another Adoremus 50 hymnbook. I
would argue that this is not necessarily a bad thing.

The Latin hymns are few and far between, but they are there, including:

Panis Angelicus
Tantum Ergo (2 tunes)
O Salutaris Hostia (2 tunes)
O Sanctissima

A parish might look into other books for Gregorian chant resources.

There are some unusual and very Catholic titles in the list:

Long live the Pope!
O Queen of the Holy Rosary
O Godhead Hid, Devoutly I Adore Thee (The Gerard Manley Hopkins translation “Godhead
here in hiding” is not included)
Michael, Prince of Highest Heaven

Many much-loved Catholic authors are included: Fr Faber, Fr Caswall, Fr Ronald Knox, and Blessed
Cardinal Newman.

Right now the current threats to Church music do not come from hymns like All People That On
Earth Do Dwell but rather new music like Let Us Break Bread Together on Our Knees, and All Are
Welcome. The more robust, triumphal hymns of Westminster Abbey would be a welcome change
from the dribble in some hymnbooks.

Some hymnbooks take the liberty of “updating” the texts. This book, however, faithfully sticks to the
earliest versions, including in the music.

Many parishes use financial strain as an excuse to invest in substandard music. Noel Jones’ book,
especially the PDF availability, undercuts them all. There is no excuse now to fall back on cheap folk
music. There’s even a chord edition for the guitarists and autochord keyboardists.

Opinions by blog authors do not necessarily represent the views of Corpus Christi Watershed.
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Gainesville, Florida: “I am so appreciative of the work, of
my brothers and sisters in music!” From Troutman,
North Carolina: “Keep up the excellent work in service of
the Liturgy!”

PDF Download • (Organ Accompaniment)
I created this organ accompaniment booklet for
organists who will accompany Vespers on Pentecost
Sunday. Feel free to download it; it might give you some
ideas or inspiration. Be warned: It looks pretty sloppy. (The
organist is the only one who sees it.)

Revelation • “Re: The Official Rhythm”
A very intelligent singer admitted that only yesterday did
he finally come to understand what a “melismatic mora
vocis” is. Only yesterday did he come to understand the
“white notes” (blank spaces). You can see the Introit for
Pentecost Sunday only has two instances of MMV
(“melismatic mora vocis”).

RANDOM QUOTE

Impelled by the weightiest of reasons, we are fully
determined to restore Latin to its position of
honor, and to do all We can to promote its study
and use. The employment of Latin has recently
been contested in many quarters, and many are
asking what the mind of the Apostolic See is in
this matter. We have therefore decided to issue
the timely directives contained in this document,
so as to ensure that the ancient and uninterrupted
use of Latin be maintained and, where necessary,
restored.”

— Pope John XXIII (22 February 1962)
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           *Editor: this comment was influential in our creation of the A Catholic Book of Hymns & Chants.   
Pricing of all hymnals quoted may have changed since this article appeared. 
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408  •  A CATHOLIC BOOK OF HYMNS

VIII. INDEX OF FIRST LINES AND COMMON TITLES  
OF GREGORIAN CHANTS

 363 Adoremus in æternum
 364  Adoro te devote
 308  A�er the Doxology
 298 A�er the First Reading
 302 A�er the Gospel
 310 A�er the Libera nos
 299 A�er the Second (or only) Reading
 317 Agnus Dei I (Lux et origo)
 323 Agnus Dei II (Kyrie fons bonitatis)
 329 Agnus Dei VIII (De Angelis)
 334 Agnus Dei IX (Cum jubilo)
 339 Agnus Dei XI (Orbis factor)
 343 Agnus Dei XVI
 347 Agnus Dei XVII
 311, 351 Agnus Dei XVIII (Deus Genitor alme)
 356 Agnus Dei, Pro Defunctis
 300 Alleluia
 377 Alma Redemptoris Mater
 365 Anima Christi
 380 Ave Maria
 381 Ave maris stella
 378 Ave Regina cælorum
 366 Ave verum Corpus
 301 Before the Gospel
 385 Benedictus
 359 Chorus Angelorum
 367 Cor Jesu sacratissimum
 368 Cor Jesu sacratissimum
 303 Credo III
 369 Ecce panis Angelorum
 315 Gloria I (Lux et origo)
 321 Gloria II (Kyrie fons bonitatis)
 297, 327 Gloria VIII (De Angelis)
 332 Gloria IX (Cum jubilo)
 337 Gloria XI (Orbis factor)
 300 Gospel Acclamation
 358 In paradisum
 382 Inviolata
 318 Ite I (Lux et origo)
 313, 319 Ite, alleluia I (Lux et origo)
 324, 325 Ite II (Kyrie fons bonitatis)
 330 Ite VIII (De Angelis)
 335 Ite IX (Cum jubilo)
 340 Ite XI (Orbis factor)

 312, 344,  
 348, 352 Ite XVI
 370 Jesu dulcis memoria
 314 Kyrie I (Lux et origo)
 320 Kyrie II (Kyrie fons bonitatis)
 326 Kyrie VIII (De Angelis)
 331 Kyrie IX (Cum jubilo)
 336 Kyrie XI (Orbis factor)
 296 Kyrie XVI
 341 Kyrie XVI
 345 Kyrie XVII
 349 Kyrie XVIII (Deus Genitor alme)
 354 Kyrie, Pro Defunctis
 357 Lux æterna
 386 Magni�cat
 362 Manducaverunt
 307 Memorial Acclamation
 307 Mortem tuam
 371 O salutaris Hostia
 372 Pange lingua
 383 Parce Domine
 309 Pater Noster
 304 Prayer of the Faithful
 305 Preface Dialogue
 310 Quia tuum
 379 Regina cæli
 353 Requiem æternam
 376 Salve Regina
 316 Sanctus I (Lux et origo)
 322 Sanctus II (Kyrie fons bonitatis)
 328 Sanctus VIII (De Angelis)
 333 Sanctus IX (Cum jubilo)
 338 Sanctus XI (Orbis factor)
 342 Sanctus XVI
 346 Sanctus XVII
 306, 350, 355 Sanctus XVIII (Deus Genitor alme)
 373 Tantum ergo
 374 Te Deum
 384 Ubi caritas et amor
 375 Veni Creator Spiritus
 361 Veni Sancte Spiritus
 360 Victimæ paschali laudes

The Gregorian chants

A Catholic Book of Hymns & Chants Edition
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Missa Jubilate Deo

296

297

352  •  A CATHOLIC BOOK OF HYMNS

358 Final Commendation (or at the Burial)

359 Final Commendation (or at the Burial)

370  •  A CATHOLIC BOOK OF HYMNS

380 Ave Maria, in Honor of the Blessed Virgin Mary

381 Ave maris stella, in Honor of the Blessed Virgin MaryAve maris stella

A
I

- ve maris stella, De- i Mater al- ma, Atque semper Vir-

go, Felix cæ- li porta. 2. Sumens il-lud A-ve Gabri-é- lis o- re,

Funda nos in pa-ce, Mutans Hevæ nomen. 3. Solve vincla re-is, Pro-

fer lumen cæ-cis : Mala nostra pelle, Bona cuncta posce. 4. Monstra te

es- se matrem : Sumat per te pre-ces, Qui pro nobis natus, Tulit es-

se tu-us. 5. Virgo singu-lá-ris, Inter omnes mi- tis, Nos culpis so-lú-

tos, Mites fac et castos. 6. Vitam præsta puram, I-ter pa-ra tu-tum :

Ut vidéntes Jesum, Semper collæ-témur. 7. Sit laus De-o Patri, Sum-

mo Christo de- cus, Spirí- tu- i Sancto, Tribus honor u-nus. A- men.



A Catholic Book of Hymns 
“Music and silence—how I detest them both!”

 --Screwtape, under-secretary to the devil, The Screwtape Letters by C. S. Lewis 

It’s easy to see why the enemies of mankind would hate and fear both sacred silence and sacred music. Both bring 
joy, spur contemplation, and draw the soul nearer to the Lord. Both have been part of our private prayer as well as 
our communal liturgy for thousands of years.

The Psalms--biblical songs of praise, supplication, and wonder--have been sung for three thousand years. Naturally, 
Jesus, His disciples, and later the early Christian community also sang hymns (from the Greek word meaning “songs 
of praise”), as The New Testament makes clear.
 We sing because we love, and sung praise elevates our words, takes them out of the realm of the common-
place, and increases our joy. The holy pleasure of singing to God involves the entire person--spirit, heart, mind, and 
body--and unites us not only with the Divine but also with one another as a worshiping community.
This collection of hymns for the singing Catholic congregation exemplifies the best of the genre. These songs are re-
ligiously orthodox, beautiful, sacred, and--for the most part--familiar. But here you will also find worthy hymn tunes 
and texts that are new to you.
 We present this book to propose not that hymns replace the proper chants for a particular day’s Mass* but 
live happily alongside them. In most instances the proper chants for processions are the prerogative of cantors and 
choirs and, as the texts change with every Sunday and solemnity, it’s not practical for the congregation to learn and 
sing them.
 
 Hymns, on the other hand, belong to all the faithful and serve as a key means of the “active participation” 
spoken of in Vatican II’s Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy. Moreover, sung hymns have been an important part 
of the Liturgy of the Hours for century upon century, so they are nothing new, although singing them at Mass is 
relatively recent.

 “To promote active participation, the people should be encouraged to take part by means of acclamations, respons-
es, psalmody, antiphons, and songs, as well as by actions, gestures, and bodily attitudes. And at the proper times all should 
observe a reverent silence.” --Sacrosanctum Concilium (Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, Vatican II, 1963), Paragraph 
30

 In a parish where the Scriptures are sung, the introit will accompany the procession of the ministers and the 
cross. Clergy, choir, and people can then sing a congregational hymn if desired. The same is true at offertory and 
Communion: hymns can follow the proper chants, time permitting. The pastor and/or music director will make the 
decision whether and when to sing hymns.
 And at the conclusion of Mass, a suitable hymn can send the people forth with the praise of Almighty God 
on their lips.

May this book bring joy to all who sing from it!
Mary Weaver, Editor

 What is the source of the sung antiphons—-the proper texts—-for the Roman Mass?
 The antiphons (in Latin) may be found in the Graduale Romanum, and numerous English settings of these texts   
 are available--many at no cost. The antiphons from the Roman Missal, third edition, may also serve as proper texts.
 For more information, see
 • Sacrosanctum Concilium (Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, Vatican II, 1963)
 • Musicam Sacram (Instruction on Music in the Liturgy, 1967) and
 • The General Instruction of the Roman Missal, 2010.


